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This summary report is meant to provide a concise 
synthesis of the discussion and input, from both 
engagement sessions.  The discussion and input 

heard touched on a preliminary set of issues. A more 
comprehensive set of issues will be explored 

throughout the planning process.   
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OVERVIEW OF PLAN LEE HIGHWAY KICK-OFF MEETINGS

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

As part of the project kick-off, two community engagement 
sessions were held to initiate the study and begin to engage 
the community. The purpose of these meetings was to 
familiarize the attendees with the 2016 vision principles and 
recommendations, the overall project scope and schedule, 
and the tasks for Phase 1. The meetings provided an 
opportunity for the attendees to provide feedback on the 
2016 Lee Highway Visioning Study and the County’s 
Preliminary Aspirational Goals.

2016 Visioning Study Background

The 2016 Visioning Study is a report that summarizes 
consultant-based  (Dover Kohl and Partners) 
recommendations for future development, which was based 
on community input received at the Visioning Charrette that 
took place in 2015 to: 

 � Confirm the LHA’s Guiding Principles;
 � Identify locations of activity centers along the corridor; 
 � Explore street design ideas and desired character of future 
development; and

 � Identify needs for transportation and open space 
improvements.

While there was general community support for the 
recommendations in the Vision Study, it was also noted that a 
few broad concerns were communicated that should be 
further evaluated and discussed with the community during 
the, now underway, Plan Lee Highway process.  

Broad Concerns Raised in 2015 that Deserve Additional 
Consideration 

 � Lee Highway is a neighborhood-serving corridor for a 
geographically broad population—a unique mix of suburban 
and urban without a metro or light rail line. Solutions that 
are appropriate for the Rosslyn Ballston (RB) corridor are 
probably not right for Lee Highway. A prime example of this 
is retail parking. Because retail serves single-family 
homeowners who live too far away to walk, and because 
small businesses believe parking is important to their 
success, adequate retail parking must be carefully 
considered;

 � Lee Highway will continue to function as a major east west 
arterial commuter route into Washington DC, and the 
roadway should not be less than two vehicular lanes in 
each direction;

 � Schools are overcrowded but the Visioning Study does not 
adequately address how development pressure may affect 
the school population over time. Schools and other 
community facilities must be included in the initial 
discussion and all along the way;

 � Fire Station 8 is an incredibly significant historical 
landmark. Any future long-range plan must include this as a 
major consideration;

 � A robust and honest conversation needs to occur about 
how planning can move towards the goals of the Affordable 
Housing Master Plan of 2500 units and address the issue 
of aging in place along Lee Highway; and 

 � A more innovative conversation needs to begin about how 
Lee Highway fits within the County’s economic development 
plans, and how the corridor can strengthen economic 
competitiveness as a hub for innovation to improve the tax 
base while providing additional jobs and income.

It has been more than 3 years since the Visioning Charrette 
occurred and there are many residents who were either not 
involved in that process or new to the area.  As a result, over 
the next several months, the County will continue to seek 
community feedback to validate and refine the 2016 Vision 
Study principles and recommendations and the County’s 
Preliminary Aspirational Goals (as stated in the Charge at the 
outset of the Plan Lee Highway process).   The community 
feedback communicated during the Plan Lee Highway Kick Off 
meetings, for example, highlighted many of the same broad 
concerns from 2016.  The feedback received also provided a 
general sense of which opportunities and issues the 
community wants to learn more about and are important to 
expand on in future educational forums. In addition, it 
provided staff and the consultants a sense of which issues are 
most critical to address further in future Focus Group

Community Forum Kick-Off January 30th, 2019 

The first engagement session was held on January 30th, 2019 
(at Washington and Liberty High School) with the Community 
Forum, a group of community members appointed by the 
County Manager. The Community Forum will be convened at 
key milestones during the planning process to provide 
feedback on the proposed vision, goals, objectives, analyses, 
recommendations and implementation tools. Their main role is 
to serve as liaisons to facilitate broader community 
engagement. 

Community Kick-Off February 12th, 2019

The second session was a Community Kick-off meeting held 
on February 12th, 2019, also at Washington and Liberty High 
School. (Refer to next page for format and overview of both 
meetings.)  Over 200 community members attended this 
session.  After a show of hands, it appeared that more than 
half   of the attendees were either new to the area or did not 
participate in the Visioning Charrette.   

https://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/31/2018/09/PlanLeeHighway_Study-Scope-Charge.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/31/2016/05/LeeHighway_VisioningStudy_May2016.pdf
https://projects.arlingtonva.us/plans-studies/land-use/lee-highway/plan-lee-highway-engagement-approach
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COMMUNITY FORUM KICK-OFF MEETING
January 30th, 2018 - 7-10pm
 y Arlington County Department of Community Planning, Housing, and Development  

Provided the welcome and project overview. 

 y AECOM (Planning Consultant)  
Provided an overview of the project scope, schedule, and outcomes as well as the Key Planning Elements and 
Visioning Study.  

 y Community Forum Chair and Vice-Chair  
Provided an overview of Community Forum roles and responsibilities 

 y Introductions and Icebreakers  
Community Forum members were asked a series of questions for discussion at tables.  Meant to ‘break the ice’ and 
get people warmed up for more robust discussion during the breakout session. 
 

 y Breakout session  
The breakout session provided a forum for discussing three key questions about the 2016 Visioning Study. Boards 
that included an overview of the 2016 Vision Principles and Recommendations and the County’s Preliminary 
Aspirational Goals were provided. A table facilitator recorded the feedback on the boards. One person from each 
table reported back key takeaways.   Community Forum members also provided input on ways to provide this 
information and collect feedback at the public meeting in February.
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Meeting Agenda
• Welcome and Project Overview

• Purpose of Study and Background

• Study Area

• Participants

• Community Engagement Approach

• Communications & Engagement Plan

• Introductions
• Community Forum Member Roles & Responsibilities
• Project Scope of Work and Schedule
• Overview of Key Planning Elements & Vision Study
• Community Kick-Off Meeting Approach
• Break-out Session
• Table Reports
• Wrap-Up

arlingtonva.us/leehighway January 30, 2019

Community Forum Kick-off 
Meeting

Community Forum Meeting Agenda

Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting - Boards sample Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting - Readout
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COMMUNITY KICK-OFF MEETING
February 12th, 2018 - 7-10pm
 y Arlington County Manager - Mark Schwartz  

Provided a welcome and   introduction to the project.
 y Arlington County Department of Community Planning, Housing, and Development and AECOM  

Provided an overview of the project, including scope, schedule, and expected outcomes. 
 y Open House Activity  

Designed around an ‘open house’ format, 12 activity stations were arranged, encouraging the public to participate at 
their own pace.  Nine of the stations were designed to provide information and get input on the vision principles, 
recommendations and goals for the 9 key planning elements.  Three stations were designed to 1) provide general 
information about the project (Project Overview Station), 2) collect information about issues people wanted to know 
more about (What Else? Station), and 3) provide a space where children could report on issues about Lee Highway 
that matter most to them (Children and Families Station). Each station had supporting boards.  Staff team, consultant 
and Community Forum members were available at each station to answer questions, facilitate discussion and help 
people record their feedback.  Feedback was requested separately on the 2016 Visioning Study and the County’s 
Preliminary Aspirational goals.   One person from each station reported on several main themes and messages 
gleaned from the feedback.
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2

Meeting Agenda
• Welcome and Project Introduction

• Background

• Participants

• Community Forum and Engagement Approach

• Project Overview
• Purpose of Study

• Study Area

• Planning Process

• Community Engagement Opportunities

• Overview of 9 Key Planning Elements

• Open House Activity
• Station Reports
• Next Steps

arlingtonva.us/leehighway February 12, 2019

Community Kick-off Meeting 

Community Meeting Agenda

Community Kick-Off Meeting - Comment Board sample Community Kick-Off Meeting - Reviewing Comments
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SUMMARY OF COMMUNITY INPUT

This summary of the discussion and input from both 
engagement sessions is organized by the 9 Key Planning 
Elements that the Lee Highway Planning Study is structured 
around. Information on how the community input will be used 
in the analysis is described in the “Going Forward” section for 
each planning element. At the end of this summary, there is 
also a list of other general issues (not related to the planning 
elements) that some members of the community would like to 
learn more about

A supporting appendix to this report provides a compilation of 
the community input/feedback in its entirety. 

Community Kick-Off Meeting - Children’s Planning Activity

9 Key Planning Elements:  

1. Land Use

2. Housing

3. Transportation

4. Public Spaces

5. Building Form, Height, and Urban Design

6. Historic Preservation and Cultural Resources

7. Economic Vitality

8. Sustainability 

9. Public Facilities 
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01 Land Use

Discussion + Feedback Summary

A portion of the discussion around Land Use highlighted the same concerns about scale (height and density), character and 
neighborhood compatibility, which are documented later in this report under the Building Height, Form and Urban Design 
Planning Element.  The discussions on scale, character and compatibility showcased the range of viewpoints held by the 
community.   When it comes to height and density some people prefer to keep the Lee Highway corridor as it currently exists, 
while others were comfortable with far more significant changes in specific locations.   In terms of land use, however, there is a 
strong interest in allowing and encouraging mixed use activity centers to transform the corridor into a walkable main street.  The 
main concern heard about planning for future uses is the feasibility of the types of development people desired along the 
corridor and their impact on the residential areas in terms of neighborhood compatibility.   People felt strongly about promoting 
“feasible” development, although this meant different things to people.  For some, feasible development meant taking a new 
look at the existing zoning to allow more types of uses and flexibility.  Some people expressed concerns about the potential for 
site consolidation, size of lots and cost of development.  Others felt that it was important to focus on future infrastructure needs 
and investment, for development to be feasible and for small businesses to thrive.

A selection of what people said to illustrate the range of opinions expressed included:

“Allow or encourage mixed use buildings”
“Multiple mixed-use centers/ hubs of activities create opportunities for increasing residential, office.” 
“A diverse mix of affordable and useful shops, retailers, restaurants, services (such as hardware stores), flower shops, gyms, 
bakeries, restaurants, pubs” 
“Shared office space like WeWork for consultants, independent contractors, and start-ups” “More mid-range housing”
“Be flexible – it will encourage creativity”
“Allow By-Right residential between nodes to increase affordability, increase purchasing power, attract investment” 
“Need a market study to determine prospects and cost benefits of new development – could also require new zoning 
incentives to work”
“Future planning of transitional areas; smaller vs. larger parcels”
“Site consolidation limits development potential”
“How realistic/feasible?”
“Would like a focus on infrastructure investment – not just roads but stormwater”

Going forward...

Community feedback on this planning element was generally in alignment with the 2016 Visioning Study and the County’s 
Preliminary Aspirational Goal.  Going forward, this feedback will assist the project team in undertaking further study, analysis, 
and engagement over the next few months, specifically by providing a lens through which the team can better understand the 
community’s priorities, preferences, and concerns.  For the Land Use planning element, this means:    

 � Study of existing land use patterns, distribution, and conditions, including : 
 yExisting and permitted height and density along Lee Highway, neighborhood by neighborhood 
 yPopulation growth and demographics
 yTypes of existing uses and uses permitted today 
 yOpportunities and constraints in current land ownership patterns, lot types and sizes
 yHow different land uses are supported by different infrastructure and public resource needs

 � Further conversations and outreach to neighborhoods to discuss land use issues – particularly around:
 yActivity nodes – discuss boundaries, character, and residential edges 
 yHeight and density – discuss where transitions are important and how different design solutions can address concerns 
of neighborhood compatibility and yield different results in terms of character and feel 

2016 Vision: Series of mixed-use activity nodes of varying scale and character.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: Transform Lee Highway into a walkable, main street corridor, with a wide range of 
housing types, retail, services, and other uses that serve the diverse needs of nearby communities.
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02 Housing

Discussion + Feedback Summary

In the discussion around housing, there was interest in a more diverse housing stock along the corridor to increase affordability, 
social diversity, and the ability to age in place. There was, however, differing views on how to encourage affordability and 
diversity. Some people stated the only way to encourage it is by substantially increasing height and density, while others 
stressed the need for creating incentives for preservation and enhancement of existing garden style apartments or allowing 
missing middle housing. Concerns about the impact that increased density has on schools, roads and services were raised.   
There was also some concern about the feasibility of achieving the County’s Affordable Housing Master Plan’s goal of 2500 
affordable units by 2040 (up to 60% AMI – MARKs and CAFs) within the corridor.

A selection of what people said to illustrate the range of opinions expressed included: 

Diverse mix of housing types

“Spread affordable housing throughout the highway” 
“Accessory Dwelling Units …let people build whatever they want within existing footprint...”  
“Diverse housing types are important, as the American dream is shifting – don’t destroy single-family housing, but branch   
out” 
“More missing middle” 
“Figure out how McMansions can be re-purposed into duplexes – economics force builders to build the biggest allowed on a   
lot” 
“More multi-family quadruplexes house for four families 
“Senior housing and affordable housing near transit”

Increase supply along corridor

“Create incentives for preservation and enhancement of garden style apartments like the old Buckingham that fit the   
neighborhood more”  
”More density at activity nodes. Focus on affordability. Inclusion of all of Arlington, including people of color, renters”  
“With the incredible land values, we must award density and height if we expect to get committed affordable housing -  
developers cannot build it if the requirements make this impossible (i.e. the southern side of Columbia Pike)”  
“Affordable housing near transit, near amenities, located throughout corridor” 
“Housing for elderly and youth – elder roommate matching” 
“Senior housing and affordable housing near transit”

 “Concern about growth on infrastructure”  
 “Any new housing proposal should be met with a requirement or commitment of financial support for educational facilities   
 and teacher salaries”  
 Affordable Housing Master Plan Goal - “Intimidation by large amount of 2,500 marks”; “Unachievable; not a real goal   
 (aspirational)”

2016 Vision: Improve appearance, functionality and affordability.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: Expand housing options to achieve a diverse mix of types, affordability, and tenure. 
Strive to achieve the goals set forth in the Affordable Housing Master Plan and ongoing County housing studies, which includes 
achieving housing for lower and middle-income households, and to accommodate residents who want to age in the Lee Highway 
community.
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Going forward...

Community feedback on this planning element was generally in alignment with the 2016 Visioning Study and the County’s 
Preliminary Aspirational Goal.  Going forward, this feedback will assist the project team in undertaking further study, analysis, 
and engagement over the next few months, specifically by providing a lens through which the team can better understand the 
community’s priorities, preferences, and concerns.  For the Housing planning element, this means:   

 � Study and analysis of existing housing types, age, tenure, and affordability along Lee Highway
 � Analysis of opportunities, constraints and needs related to aging in the community
 � Review and assessment of current County plans, guidelines and studies - discuss implications with local developers and 
property owners

 � Review of best practices for diverse multi-family housing types in the region 
 � Further conversations and outreach to neighborhoods to discuss opportunities and challenges with regards to:

 yAchieving diversity of housing types – what are the current zoning and market limitations?
 yExisting housing stock – age and condition and challenges of renovation
 yAging in place – what are the current barriers?
 yRelationship between height, density and affordability – understanding development costs, excess revenue and 
sufficient developer return to fund affordable housing units

Community Kick-Off Meeting - Readout
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03 Transportation

Discussion + Feedback Summary

In the discussion around transportation, there was clear interest in creating a safer, more connected, shaded and enjoyable 
pedestrian environment along Lee Highway.  There was strong alignment in the need to address both current and future 
transportation conditions, as population continues to increase along the corridor.   There was, however, less alignment on the 
role of the corridor.   Clearly, there were different opinions about whether Lee Highway should serve primarily as a “highway” 
that moves cars through efficiently and rapidly (as a major regional connector) or as a “multi-modal roadway” that emphasizes 
slower speeds to ensure walkability and bikeability, while providing robust bus service. It was also clear that design and 
maintenance of roadways is important. Some participants suggested the County evaluate taking over control of the highway 
from VDOT.

Input was provided around the types of improvements that would be needed to enhance safety and accessibility along the 
corridor, both now and in the future.  Many people mentioned the challenges with crossing the corridor (from north to south) and 
the need to expand and enhance existing bus service to and along the corridor for overall better connectivity.  There was 
extensive discussion on the types of modes that should be considered, based on the options that are available today and what 
may be available in the future.   An issue that was brought up frequently is parking, which many people stated is mandatory 
along the corridor.  There are, however, different preferences for how parking should be provided, whether on-street, on-site or 
off-site (shared) and whether it should be surface or structured.   Overall, people expressed the importance of planning well for 
the future to minimize impacts and maximize opportunities, while addressing more immediate concerns in the interim.  

A selection of what people said to illustrate the range of opinions expressed included:

Safety and Accessibility 

“Safety is key”
“Reduce deaths and serious injuries”
 “Create a sense of place, slow things down for pleasant walking”
“Connect all pedestrian paths, widen paths, set aside bike lanes, and add dedicated bike lanes”
“We need more flashing safety light options at crossings, not just after there are injuries”
“Pedestrian safety at intersections is a must, especially within North Highlands where it is 6 lanes”
“Population growth will cause transportation problems – the 16Y bus is already crowded”

Role of Lee Highway – Auto Oriented or Multi-modal  

“You cannot significantly reduce single-person vehicles on Lee Highway”
This is a highway. People depend on that. I don’t like narrowing lanes for bikes. They have Custis Trail. Ok to add more 
sidewalks.”
“VDOT collaboration”
“Lee Highway is at capacity. More density will make it worse. Enough right-of-way for all modes?”
 “Better ‘smart city’ technology so that traffic lights are timed based on the amount of congestion”
“Dedicated bus lanes are not feasible” 
 “Better bus service connecting to Lee Highway with Metro stations”
“Balance – choose pedestrians over more auto turn lanes”
“Opportunity for more and better travel options (to metro stations for ex.)”
“Include shared mobility models, electric and autonomous vehicles in plan”

2016 Vision: Be ‘Complete’, with safe access for pedestrians, cyclists, transit riders, and drivers, as well as improved 
streetscape design.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: Redesign Lee Highway into a complete street that better serves all modes of travel, 
while recognizing its continued role as a commuter corridor. A multi-modal corridor that encourages bus ridership through land 
use recommendations and transit-oriented urban design principles. Improve walkways and overall pedestrian and bicycle 
connectivity and safety throughout. Right-size parking, improve transit access, promote alternate modes of travel, safe routes to 
schools, and access to public space.
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“New modes – scooters and electric bikes lead to new infrastructure”
“Lee Highway Shuttle”
“Electric Tram”
 “Biking is the future”
“Street cleaning, maintenance”
“Appropriate planning and maintenance for tree pits”

Parking

“Parking centers are needed near restaurants, retail, gather centers – think plazas.  Need access for seniors”
“Given time frame of plan, consider impacts of self-driving cars, parking – what will happen if parking demand is reduced in 
the future?”
“[Vision] understates the importance of adequate parking to access public spaces – perception is that cars are out, bikes 
are in”
“Explore creative ideas like shared parking”
“Shared parking around businesses to free up land for other uses”

Areawide 

“Slow, quieter areas for walking, a place to ride bikes and scooters, safe and comfortable crossings, safe walks to schools, a 
corridor that can be used by all ages.” 

Going forward...

Community feedback on this planning element was generally in alignment with the 2016 Visioning Study and the County’s 
Preliminary Aspirational Goal.  Going forward, this feedback will assist the project team in undertaking further study, analysis, 
and engagement over the next few months, specifically by providing a lens through which the team can better understand the 
community’s priorities, preferences, and concerns.  Mobility will likely be one of the most significant issues for the corridor, and 
further study. For the Transportation planning element, this means:    

 � Study and analysis of existing transportations plans, policies, standards, and facilities (including network, connectivity, 
operations, and travel times), streetscape design, local and regional transit networks, bike and pedestrian networks, parking 
and shared ride options  

 � Study of the corridor as a whole for different opportunities and challenges in addressing congestion, multi-modal options, 
and safety.  Is there a solution that improves safety, traffic flow, and increases mode choice?

 � Further conversations and outreach to neighborhoods particularly regarding opportunities and challenges with regards to:
 yMobility – How would you prefer to get from A to B and why? What would incentivize you to change your behavior?
 yParking -  discuss how different designs affect pedestrians, cyclists, and drivers; discuss economies of parking and 
potential partnerships
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04 Public Spaces

Discussion + Feedback Summary

In the discussion around Public Spaces, there was alignment on the need to bring a range of high quality, flexible, and 
connected open spaces to the Lee Highway corridor. Focus on providing a range of types of public spaces was referenced 
frequently. In general it was clearly expressed that the corridor needs more flexible places for people to gather, that are 
accessible by foot or bike, and that are connected to schools and other public facilities. 

A selection of what people said to illustrate the range of opinions expressed included:

“Lee Highway needs a unique space to draw people…could be a public market with public space surrounding it...would be a 
collection of local retailers (especially artisans), local restaurants, artist galleries and studios and teaching space, food 
artisans, public gathering and eating space.”
“Open space that accommodates all ages, more park spaces”
“Increase creativity”
“Need memorable public art and spaces”
“Consider value being added”

Similar to the discussion around sustainability, a strong emphasis was placed on providing more trees to ‘green’ the corridor 
– both to create shade and provide a buffer between pedestrians and cars. Many people expressed greening the corridor as a 
way to improve the quality of life for people along the corridor, specifically referencing Biophilia (a theory that emphasizes the 
important connections people have with nature).   

A selection of what people said to illustrate the range of opinions expressed included:

 “Integrate nature in the city (biophilic design)” 
“Visual interest, walkable, transit, comfort. Mini park pop-ups”
“Try to make strolling Lee Highway feel like a park – add trees, tame traffic, add crossings”

Types of Spaces mentioned 

A selection of the types of public spaces Community Forum members said they would like to bring to the Lee Highway corridor:

Play spaces, spray parks, dog parks, and a place where you know the people, friends, and neighbors – a magnet to gather, 
general green space and open areas for non-organized sports. 

2016 Vision: Provide new community open spaces and gathering places that are integrated with walk/ bike networks.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: Connect Lee Highway community to a diverse mix of public spaces that balance 
community needs. Embrace streetscapes as an important element of public space.
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Going forward...

Community feedback on this planning element was generally in alignment with the 2016 Visioning Study and the County’s 
Preliminary Aspirational Goal.  Going forward, this feedback will assist the project team in undertaking further study, analysis, 
and engagement over the next few months, specifically by providing a lens through which the team can better understand the 
community’s priorities, preferences, and concerns.  For the Public Spaces planning element, this means:    

 � Study and analysis of existing plans and conditions of parks, natural resources, and public space. Particular consideration of 
the different types and how people access them, and whether there are opportunities for utilizing existing sites for variety of 
purposes/uses that meet the needs of a range of ages and people. Where are opportunities for temporary parks, permanent 
gathering places? How to connect space with each other, and with other community facilities. What are opportunities to 
incorporate biophilic design principles into streetscape and open spaces?

 � Further conversations and outreach to neighborhoods to discuss public space needs and preferences, including access and 
types. What amenities and form do gathering places need to be successful? 

Community Kick-Off Meeting - Readout
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05 Building Form, Height, and Urban Design

Discussion + Feedback Summary

A significant portion of the discussion around Building Form, Height and Urban Design, focused on height and density, 
showcasing the range of viewpoints held by the community. On one end of the spectrum, some people preferred to keep the Lee 
Highway corridor as it currently exists, while others were comfortable with far more significant changes in terms of height and 
density in specific locations. There was a strong sentiment to not replicate the Rosslyn-Ballston corridor from a form 
perspective, as many people thought this was too much height and density. Although, there were also some voices that 
expressed interest in elements of the Rosslyn-Ballston corridor that could be relevant to Lee Highway.  Many people positively 
linked height and density with other added benefits, including affordability and increased commercial and transit options. 
However, there was no clear direction on what the right heights and level of density are for Lee Highway.      

A selection of what people said to illustrate the range of opinions expressed included:

“Allow for mixed use of buildings and designs that can be adapted over time to changing needs” 
“I don’t like high-rise buildings – I prefer 3-4 story garden-style with parking underneath”
“Avoid ‘canyonization’ with appropriate height restrictions and opening up sidewalks to compensate”  
“More resilient buildings”
“No huge buildings please”
“Don’t be afraid of height without 5+ stories nothing will change “
“Building height and volume of people and cars are important to scale appropriately”
“Celebrating authenticity and variation – height is ok in specific locations where appropriate” 
 “This is a city.”
 “Understand economics of different building densities. Focus on those profitable to owners and developers and compatible 
for neighbors”
“Incentivize new development – up zone select areas”
“Like the tent pole density approach at major intersections and even higher in low-lying areas”
“No buildings higher than two stories above ground”
“Taller buildings so that area changes quicker”
“Think Paris – 5-7 stories over retail” 
“Concerned about increased density and residential edges”
“High density development to encourage affordable housing and maximize use of public transportation”
“Like density where metro stations are within walking distance”
“Tracking and projecting population growth is the most critical element, transportation and retail will follow”
“More residential (affordable, market rate and senior) to boost demand for retail/restaurants and transit and meet AHMP”

Overall, there was a clear desire for new development to contribute an enhanced, unique character to the corridor, with street 
improvements that make it welcoming and provides a human scale. This means acknowledging and promoting a character that 
reflects the authenticity of Lee Highway neighborhoods now, and in the future. People were also clearly concerned about 
transitions in building heights and types of uses (to ensure neighborhood compatibility), the need for more trees and less 
surface parking lots along streets, and the need to maintain clear access to open skies. People spoke about a Lee Highway 
where they could still breathe, and didn’t feel overshadowed by buildings.  A preference for incorporating gathering places with 
flexible uses within the built form was expressed by many people. 

2016 Vision: Neighborhoods with unique architectural character, public space activities, and sensitive transitions.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: A walkable environment with context-sensitive buildings that engage with streets and 
transition in scale, height and character appropriately to adjacent neighborhoods. Encourage high-quality architecture that 
reflects the local historic character where appropriate and place-making through conscientious urban design.
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Going forward...

Community feedback on this planning element was generally in alignment with the 2016 Visioning Study and the County’s 
Preliminary Aspirational Goal.  Going forward, this feedback will assist the project team in undertaking further study, analysis, 
and engagement over the next few months, specifically by providing a lens through which the team can better understand the 
community’s priorities, preferences, and concerns.  The range of input on this planning element specifically points towards the 
need for area specific analysis of the type of development that is appropriate, and where.  It is not clear, from the feedback that 
any particular planning or design direction has been precluded.  For the Building Form, Height, and Urban Design planning 
element, this means:    

 � Study and analysis of existing development – including the street network, block pattern, topography, parcel configuration 
and building types and form with particular consideration on development intensity, heights, bulk, scale, setback, building 
design, and parking. Taking into account the general land use and zoning designation as well as the neighborhood context, 
analysis of specifically where along Lee Highway increased intensity is appropriate, and what types of design solutions 
accommodate increased height, density, proper transitions, neighborhood compatibility and human scale development. 

 � Further conversations and outreach to neighborhoods to better understand:
 yWhat density and height mean to them - discuss where transitions are important and how different design solutions can 
address concerns of neighborhood compatibility and yield different results in terms of character and feel.    
 yWhat does it mean to maintain a ‘human scale’ - how to design for a cohesive character that promotes a high-quality 
aesthetic and a mix of uses, while maintaining a unique feel

A selection of what people said to illustrate the range of opinions expressed included:

“Keep it quirky, not cookie cutter facades” 
 “Character – What is the theme of the corridor?”
“Maintain neighborhood focus and flavor is important – need inclusion in decision making process”
“Risk of uniformity throughout from one vision for all”
“Don’t want Ballston – need to see the sky” 
“Need breathing space” 
“New open spaces are important – more important than was shown in 2016 Vision”
“Park space you can occupy – not just look at”
“Move buildings almost to the street, parking in the rear or underground”

Places mentioned 

A selection of the places Community Forum members wrote down as having qualities they would like to bring to the Lee Highway 
corridor, and why:
 y East Jerusalem – it is quiet, human scale, with car-free alleys
 y Tokyo – advanced, vertical design, public transit and walkability
 y Savannah, GA – creates value with open space; commercial/office clusters mixed in with residential
 y Lisbon - wide boulevards, many trees, friendly (does not feel urban and crowded even though lots of people)
 y Shirlington - walkability and heights
 y Clarendon - walkability
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06 Historic Preservation and Cultural Resources

Discussion + Feedback Summary

In the discussion around Historic Preservation and Cultural Resources, there was general interest in preserving some of Lee 
Highway’s existing historic buildings and sites that contribute to neighborhood identity. However, there was acknowledgment 
that not all “old” buildings are worth preserving and that it’s important to discern which ones are.  It was also highlighted that 
there are historic assets in the corridor that need further study.  Strong emphasis was placed on going beyond physical 
structures - towards uncovering the stories of people (particularly the African-American community), events (Civil War), places 
and neighborhoods along the corridor as an equally important part in preserving the history of Lee Highway.

A selection of what people said to illustrate the range of opinions expressed included:

“Showcase history - African-American community and contributions” 
“Tie in local African American historical sites w/ DC-wide attractions. Play up significance of Halls Hill”
“Very glad to see the info on Callaway cemetery, the history of slavery - the Civil War all played out right here” 
“Emphasis on inclusion of opinions and needs of people of color”
“Celebrate people (along with places). Have tools in place to aid historic preservation. Integrate old and new architecture 
side by side”
“Interactive storytelling needs to be part of the goal”
“Include more storytelling and history of the neighborhoods”
“Give preservation of Arlington’s historical resources a higher priority than the vision recommendations appear to give”
“Sometimes old is just old, be discerning about what it’s worth saving” 
“Make distinction between old and historic”
“Opportunity to do new and better than the past”

While some people interpreted cultural resources as history, there was a lot of discussion about culture as the arts. Several 
comments suggested that we consider incorporating more arts and history into the fabric of Lee Highway, including providing a 
new arts district with performing spaces, in order to improve the sense of place along Lee Highway.   

A selection of what people said to illustrate the range of opinions expressed included:

 “Utilize cultural resources for placemaking”
“Partner with cultural organizations currently residing on the highway for their future plans and redevelopment”
 “Arlington needs an Arts District like Bethesda and DC – could make a unique arts District by having a public market at 
Glebe and Lee that includes a combination of artist studio, small black box theaters, local restaurants, local retail, and 
public space for performing events”

Characteristics mentioned 

Community Forum members suggested the following characteristics, as relevant to historic and cultural resources, be brought 
to the Lee Highway corridor:
 y Oakland, CA – thriving and diverse
 y Cute, unique (not a copy of another place) and fun
 y Retains character of today’s neighborhoods
 y Recognizes history

2016 Vision: Maintain a unique sense of place through preservation of sites of historic significance.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: Identify and support preservation of historic resources that increase public 
understanding and appreciation for the corridor’s architectural and cultural history consistent with the policies of the Historic 
Preservation Master Plan and the Historic Resources Inventory. Increase awareness of and enhance arts, public art, and 
cultural activities in the corridor.
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Going forward...

Community feedback on this planning element was generally in alignment with the 2016 Visioning Study and the County’s 
Preliminary Aspirational Goal.  Going forward, this feedback will assist the project team in undertaking further study, analysis, 
and engagement over the next few months, specifically by providing a lens through which the team can better understand the 
community’s priorities, preferences and concerns.  For the Historic Preservation and Cultural Resources planning element, this 
means:    

 � Continuation of the Cultural Resources Survey - including further study and analysis with particular focus on the stories of 
Lee Highway neighborhoods, including surveying neighborhoods and interviewing residents, businesses, and others as 
necessary. Document and catalogue stories, people, places, buildings and events of Lee Highway. 

 � Further conversations and outreach to neighborhoods to better understand opportunities to go beyond preserving historical 
resources – What are some ways to recognize, celebrate and integrate the intangible elements of Lee Highway with arts and 
culture, as part of the current planning and design efforts for Lee Highway?

Community Kick-Off Meeting -  Planning Element Discussions Community Kick-Off Meeting -  Planning Element Discussions
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07 Economic Vitality

Discussion + Feedback Summary

In the discussion around Economic Vitality, there was strong interest in supporting existing, and attracting new, local businesses 
along Lee Highway. Emphasis was placed on the important role unique local businesses play in making Lee Highway feel 
special, and differentiates it from other communities. There was a range of viewpoints about the types of businesses along the 
corridor. Some stated that there are too many generic and auto-oriented types of businesses (like banks, car dealerships and 
7-elevens) while others think they are an important part of the community. There was also discussion about the economic role 
of Lee Highway, and whether it could play a role as a destination to the broader area. 

A selection of what people said to illustrate the range of opinions expressed included:

“Need to preserve independent privately-owned businesses. These businesses make the highway special – three bakeries, 
hardware stores, the Japanese auto clinic and many others. Please don’t turn our main street into chain stores and chain 
restaurants.”
“Please do no redevelop the car dealerships – especially Honda – has great service and they are all that is left in Arlington”
“Redevelop the area surrounding fort strong apartments and 7-Eleven by replacing the car dealerships with businesses that 
serve as the local populations needs.” 
“Lee and Lexington 7-Eleven - how do we avoid things like that in the meantime? It doesn’t fit what we want Lee Highway to 
be.” 
“Reduce parking lots (sit empty), no more banks + 7-11’s.”
“Range of local and national tenants equals healthy”

It was generally acknowledged that the corridor already has a thriving economy, so commercial redevelopment should be 
carefully considered, particularly as it relates to the ability of existing businesses to be able to afford the rents in new 
development. There was discussion on encouraging new commercial and residential investment in the corridor, and how zoning 
may have to change to accommodate this, both of which were viewed favorably by those who broached the subject. 

Some voices stressed the need for incentives for new types of businesses along the corridor, and mentioned flexibility of space 
and parking as an important tool or element for current and future businesses.  Others wanted to note that more ‘economic 
vitality’ may lead to increased traffic and parking issues.   

A selection of what people said to illustrate the range of opinions expressed included:

“Develop incentives and incubators for small businesses – perhaps focus on sustainability or food – create small businesses 
along corridor”
“Encourage economic development of rezoning some less profitable retail areas for higher density retail and commerce”
“The highway is already one of the most economically vital parts of the County – don’t push retail out” 
“Difficult to curate mix of uses in a plan – maybe encourage development of flexible space” 
“Encourage flexible retail space - business mix changes overtime - used to be many more gas stations in the corridor has 
given way to bank branches, which are now consolidating”
“Must consider negative impacts of increased vitality and population growth – overcrowding, no parking, and too much 
traffic”
“Support – incubate small businesses and help with development plans and parking”
“Via County regulations, zoning, and tax breaks to incentivize local small businesses and dis-incentivize national chains - 
don’t let market correct Lee Highway”
 

2016 Vision: Maintain economic vitality by encouraging a diverse mix of services and destinations, and by utilizing innovative 
economic development strategies.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: Support retailers, restaurant owners, and other commercial business owners so that 
Lee Highway continues to be a prosperous corridor. Identify opportunities to preserve or develop complementary land uses, 
such as residential, office, and public spaces that meet daily community needs and boost synergies among different land uses. 
Seek opportunities to promote and strengthen a diverse commercial base.
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Types of Spaces mentioned

A selection of the places and characteristics Community Forum members wrote down as having qualities they would like to bring 
to the Lee Highway corridor, and why:
 y Venice, Italy – local businesses
 y Paris – cafes and unique character
 y Eclectic and innovative businesses
 y A place where people who grew up on Lee Highway can afford to return to  

Going forward...

Community feedback on this planning element was generally in alignment with the 2016 Visioning Study and the County’s 
Preliminary Aspirational Goal.  Going forward, this feedback will assist the project team in undertaking further study, analysis, 
and engagement over the next few months, specifically by providing a lens through which the team can better understand the 
community’s priorities, preferences and concerns.  For the Economic Vitality planning element, this means:  

 � Study and analysis of existing economic conditions, including developing a clearer understanding of the economic drivers and 
market potential, with consideration for potential ways Lee Highway could become a destination. What types of businesses 
could contribute to a unique identity for Lee Highway and how to attract them? What are synergies between types of 
businesses to create destinations, opportunities for employment, or other outcomes? 

 � Study and analysis of commercial market clusters and typologies
 � Further conversations and outreach to neighborhoods to better understand needs and preferences for businesses along Lee 
Highway. How to avoid anonymity? What is currently missing?     

Community Forum Kick-Off Meeting - Planning Element discussion
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08 Sustainability

Discussion + Feedback Summary

In the discussion around Sustainability, there was significant focus and interest on the need for more trees and greenery along 
the corridor. Many expressed that natural light, native planting and sustainable landscaping are important.  There was also 
reference to biophilic design and the importance of green environments for health and a higher quality of life.

A selection of what people said to illustrate the range of opinions expressed included:

 “Need more trees”
“Increase the ease of comfort and safety of non-auto mode of travel”
“Improved landscaping; more street trees; natural feeling landscape + elements”
“Trees, trees, trees for cooling and better air 
“Trees and greenery mingled in with the buildings 
“Create a continuous example of sustainable aware design with native street trees”

Other voices thought resilient buildings and energy efficiency should be a focus of the plan, in addition to better flood and 
stormwater management. 

A selection of what people said to illustrate the range of opinions expressed included:

“Create a living sustainability laboratory for sustainability ideas and innovations”
“Go beyond LEED – does nothing for quality of landscape, street trees, and shade canopy”
“Emphasis on how buildings (through LEED, etc) can help reduce emissions and climate mitigation”
“Work towards sustainable targets and match and perhaps exceed them”
“Add emphasis on walkability in transit as a form of sustainable design”
“Plan for flooding and climate change - reduce impervious services”

Going forward...

Community feedback on this planning element was generally in alignment with the 2016 Visioning Study and the County’s 
Preliminary Aspirational Goal.  Going forward, this feedback will assist the project team in undertaking further study, analysis, 
and engagement over the next few months, specifically by providing a lens through which the team can better understand the 
community’s priorities, preferences and concerns.  For the Sustainability planning element, this means:   

 � Study and analysis of existing sustainability characteristics, including tree canopy, impervious areas, stormwater 
management and building design elements.  What and where are the limitations for greening the corridor? Are there design 
solutions or ways to mitigate areas where Lee Highway is especially narrow? Look for creative ways to green the entire 
corridor, not just sections. What are current best practices for stormwater management? 

 � Research funding techniques and programs for streetscape design and other smart growth practices that could be 
applicable. Are there opportunities for public/private funding? What have other communities done? What has worked? What 
hasn’t?

 � Further conversations and outreach to neighborhoods with regards to stormwater management – What are the key areas of 
concern in your neighborhood?

2016 Vision: ‘Green’ the corridor by incorporating street trees and improved landscaping in public spaces and sustainable 
design techniques in new construction.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: Design and construct buildings, street improvements, and park projects using 
environmentally sustainable and energy efficient practices. Make the Lee Highway frontage more comfortable and attractive 
with fewer impervious surfaces and more “green” features (trees, stormwater management, gathering spaces).
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09 Public Facilities

Discussion + Feedback Summary

In the discussion around Public Facilities, there was clear interest in the need to provide a variety of public facilities, particularly 
schools, that match current and future population needs along the corridor. Thoughtful suggestions on how some existing public 
facilities could be enhanced and integrate new (and compatible) uses were provided, as well as, ideas on how underutilized 
facilities could be repurposed for new uses.

Some people noted that public facilities should be spread along the corridor, while others mentioned that community centers 
could be integrated with retail and dining in a mixed-use development.

A selection of what people said to illustrate the range of opinions expressed included:

 “Consider pressure on services created by increased density along the highway”
“Utilize under-used existing facilities like Langston and Lee Art Center, rather than building new” 
“Please do not under estimate the needs for resisting ultra-high density - one cannot go back to try to retrieve the required 
elements for healthy children, aging individuals and middle to low income residents, all significant contributors to this area. 
Natural light, exterior art spaces and green vegetation available to all” 
“Consider location of mixed use buildings combining schools, senior housing and community facilities”
“Mixed-use public space combining public gathering space with teaching space, retail, eating, artist studios and retail space”
“More recreation places for sports” 
“Langston, although a very nice facility, seems to be overbooked especially the recreation - like to see it expanded or major 
expansion of the Lee Center to incorporate recreational facilities like gym exercise in addition to current, plus longer hours 
and links to greenhouse in the arts”
“Convert the old fire station into a community center”
“Please think about public meeting spaces with restrooms for groups from 5 to 50 - very much in demand - especially 
evenings and weekends on West End.  Langston, Lee Center and nearby Westover library are only facilities were you can 
schedule a meeting if you’re not a school or civic association” 

Going forward...

Community feedback on this planning element was generally in alignment with the 2016 Visioning Study and the County’s 
Preliminary Aspirational Goal.  Going forward, this feedback will assist the project team in undertaking  further study, analysis, 
and engagement over the next few months, specifically by providing  a lens through which the team can better understand the 
community’s priorities, preferences and concerns.  For the Public Facilities planning element, this means:   

 � Study and analysis of existing and planned public facilities, including schools, community centers, libraries, fire stations and 
emergency services, operations, and county offices, among others. Which public facilities do you regularly use and how do 
you use them (both within and outside the corridor)?  How do you and your neighbors usually access these facilities (e.g. car, 
transit, walking)? What type of public programs do you participate in and how frequently?  What type of programs and/or 
facilities would you like to see available along the corridor and why?

 � Further conversations and outreach to neighborhoods with regards to new facilities and use of public land. If additional 
facilities are needed to serve the needs of all residents of the County, what locations would be appropriate? Are there 
opportunities to expand or redevelop existing public facilities (either for public uses or a mix of public/private uses)? What 
are creative ways to provide services and programs, for existing facilities to be expanded, and for new facilities to be 
located?

2016 Vision: Align new public facilities and services with corridor growth and preserve/enhance existing amenities.

County’s Preliminary Aspirational Goal: Ensure Public facilities meet the needs of the County and the Lee Highway community. 
Monitor growth along the Lee Highway corridor to assess and adequately plan for future public facility needs. Identify areas that 
may be appropriate for future public facilities and support services.
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What Else?
During the Community Kick-Off Meeting, at the “What Else” Station, input was requested on what else should be considered 
along the corridor.  Most of the feedback collected at this station relates to one or more Planning Element, which has been 
accounted for under the relevant element in this report.   Below is a list of other general issues and/or topics (to expand on in 
future educational forums) that were identified from the feedback provided at both the Community Forum and Community 
Kick-off meetings: 
 y What is the General Land Use Plan (GLUP) and how is it different from the zoning?
 y What is allowed today By-right and through Site Plan?
 y What are the economics of different densities and land uses, from a developer’s perspective?
 y How will I-66 affect the corridor?
 y What are Transfer of Development Rights (TDRs) and how does it work?
 y What is Missing Middle?
 y Who are the affordable housing providers – APAH, AHC – and what do they do?
 y What is the future of retail?
 y How are we obtaining input from a diverse range of people?

Community Kick-Off Meeting - Childrens’ Planning Activity
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Community Kick-Off Meeting: Attendee response to Where do you live? Where do you work?




